
FMA Patients and Parents, 

It has been an honor and privilege to care for your family the past 15 years as a physician assistant alongside Drs. Juarbe and 

Grossman.  I have learned so much from the doctors about how to be a more thorough and compassionate provider, had 

babies of my own, taught parents some of my tips and tricks, and learned many from you along the way! I am a firm believer in 

being a lifelong learner and in the importance of sharing our stories and experiences to help one another navigate life’s 

obstacles. 

Over the course of the past four years, I have changed a lot both personally and professionally. After reclaiming my own mental 

and physical health in 2018 during a low point in my life, I discovered a passion for helping others do the same and became a 

certified health coach. Helping others become their best version, no matter their age, lit a fire in me that could not be 

extinguished. Adopting a growth mindset and continually practicing healthy habits ultimately changed my dialogue with 

patients in the exam rooms. I began to take a much more holistic approach to my practicing of medicine and truly enjoy helping 

patients realize how much they are in control of, even when the world around them seems to be spiraling out of control. 

During my own health transformation, I experienced the healing power of belonging to an authentic virtual community where I 

felt seen, heard, and understood. I had a vision in 2020 of creating a virtual community for teens and parents where they could 

experience similar hope and healing. I have seen many of my adolescent patients silently suffering during the pandemic with 

anxiety, depression, and a loss of their identity or purpose. Many parents are at a loss for how to help their children or are 

experiencing their own personal battles as stress levels are at an all time high. Although I wasn’t sure how I was supposed to 

accomplish this mission as a career mom with two jobs, I didn’t give up on the idea. One pivotal conversation on the beach last 

summer led me to Convene Communities- an online “platform with a purpose” where communities can be created to connect, 

communicate, collaborate, and educate in one safe and moderated space. The founder heard my vision and shares my passion 

for helping adolescents and parents navigate these challenging times. He and I have partnered with a high school 

teacher/soccer coach to create two virtual communities- Uniquely U for teens/young adults and Uniquely Yours for parents. 

The events in Oxford, MI and Uvalde, TX have prompted me to take even greater action to offer support and encouragement to 

our youth. I know that we cannot fix the mental health crisis overnight, but I truly believe this virtual space can help humans 

create meaningful connections and see how much more alike we are than different. In an effort to expand this mission, I have 

made the difficult decision to step down from practicing traditional medicine and fully embrace the role of health coach and 

empowerment mentor. This role will take the listening and interviewing skills I have acquired in my medical practice and 

combine them with the neurobehavioral skills and lifestyle tips I have learned through coaching. I will be able to offer kids and 

parents across the United States some tangible skills for creating wellbeing and a safe space to tell their story (even 

anonymously) for the benefit of others! I am also networking with local nonprofit organizations to better understand what they 

do, so that I can guide your children to in-person communities where they can thrive alongside like-minded friends and positive 

adult role-models. There is so much opportunity in Midland that people are unaware of where we can help our kids feel 

connected again! 

Change is difficult, but I hope you can see that I am still supporting you and your family. It just looks a little different moving 

forward. I am motivated to be a part of creating wellbeing for our youth and their parents and welcome you and your child to 

take advantage of these growing virtual communities. I truly appreciate your encouragement in this transition and am grateful 

to also have the full support of our FMA Staff as I embrace this new role. I will share the various ways that you can connect with 

me for support in your health or through my empowerment coaching and hope that we can keep in touch. Thank you for 

trusting me with your precious children and I hope to be able to impact their lives for years to come. 

 

With Gratitude, 

 

Kate Gallihugh PA-C 


